
 
No. AIBSNLREA/CHQ/2013/11                                  Dated: March 09, 2013 

 

To 

 

Shri R K Goel, 

General Manager (Estt), 

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited, 

New Delhi 110001 

 

Subject:   Non-settlement of the prayer of  Shri Arabinda Choudhury,  

Retired Executive Engineer,  Telecom Civil Division,  Siliguri   (West 

Bengal) regarding wrong revised fixation of pay on his getting  2nd ACP  

and absorption in BSNL. 

 

Ref: Your Office File No. 16-6/06-PAT(BSNL) 

 

Sir, 

                 We would like to bring to your kind notice that the genuine 

grievance of the above named absorbed BSNL pensioner, who retired on 

31.10.2001 as adhoc Executive Engineer (Civil), regarding his wrong pay 

fixation case is yet to be settled, though he is pursuing the matter for the last 

seven years. It is stated that some clarifications sought for by the Corporate 

Accounts Wing of West Bengal Telecom Circle (vide their letter No. 

WB/TA/GE/PF/C958)/80 dated 25.09.2006) from your office are still awaited. 

The same Corporate Accounts Wing of West Bengal Circle had send a reply vide 

No. WB/TA/GE/PF/C(58)/86 dated 13.12.2006 in response to your office letter 

No. 16-6/06-PAT(BSNL) dated - /10/2006 wherein it was also mentioned at 

Para 1 of the said letter that some clarifications as asked for in their earlier 

letter  dated 25.09.2006 may be reviewed and clarifications issued. A copy of 

the same letter is enclosed herewith. 

 

2.  The brief summary of the case is under:- 
 
(1) Shri Arabinda Choudhury, Adhoc Executive Engineer, retired from 
service on  31.10.2001 with last pay at Rs. 12,975/- (in CDA pay scale of Rs 
10,000-15200). His pension was also fixed accordingly. 

 
(2) Subsequently, his option for absorption was accepted and presidential 
order for absorption w.e.f 1.10.2000 was issued on 05.05.2004.  



 

(3) Meanwhile, he was granted 2nd ACP with effect from 09.08.1999 in the 

pay CDA scale of Rs 10,000-15200.  
 

(4) Thereafter, revised pay fixation memo in IDA pay scale was issued on 

29.03.2006 taking into consideration his granting of the 2nd ACP and 
absorption. But as per the pay fixation memo, his pay on granting 2nd ACP on 
9.8.1999 was fixed at Rs.10,975/- though he was actually having a basic pay of 
Rs. 12,275/- as Adhoc Executive Engineer on the same date in the same pay 
scale. Thus, in the revised pay-fixation memo his pay was reduced by 4 

increments which had its impact on his IDA pay fixation and also in pension.  
 

 3.       We are also enclosing a copy of a representation with all supporting  

documents dated 07.08.2008 from Shri Arabindo Choudhury, retired Executive 

Engineer (Civil), which was addressed to CMD, BSNL, for your kind perusal.  

We shall be extremely grateful if the issue is resolved at the earliest and at the 

first instance certain clarifications as are stated to had been asked for by West 

Bengal Telecom Circle in their letter No. WB/TA/GE/PF/C958)/80 dated 

25.09.2006 are issued. 

 

 

   With kind regards, 
                                                                                       Yours sincerely, 

 
 

 

                                                          (S Basu) 
                                                                                    General Secretary 

           

Encl: As stated. 

 

       Copy to: 

1. Shri S S Prasad, 
AGM (PAT),  

      BSNL Corporate Office, 

      New Delhi 110 001.  

 


